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Experiments
in Algorithm
Alchemy:

EXPERIMENTS IN REBELLION

BY ELIZABETH SMITH

BECOMING SOMEONE ELSE
ON FACEBOOK

I’m on Facebook constantly, not just to kill time but as a part of my
daily routine. Like most millennials, I reach for my phone whenever
my hands are idle. By now, it’s instinct. If I don’t check in on my social
networks every few hours, I feel disconnected. In a similar vein, my
fingers hover over the “f” on my laptop keyboard as soon as I open a new
tab, poised to type “Facebook.” Sometimes I’m looking for news from
my social circles or beyond. Other times, I scroll without any ostensible
goal. Beyond connecting with friends and getting worldly updates, I’m
involved in social media groups related to my career. It’s also a primary
method of communication with my partner.
All of this is to say, Facebook knows me pretty well. Whether out of
naiveté or transparency, I’ve never been shy to share information within
my digital community, so they have a treasure trove of my personal
information, compiled over years and millions of clicks, that they reserve
the right to use however they like.
On May 16, 2018, things were different.
Lying in bed the evening prior, I purposely messed with the Facebook
algorithm. I searched all of the incendiary political media outlets I could
think of on Facebook – mostly from the other side of the red and blue
aisle. I visited every suggested page and liked any sponsored post I saw.
Without being too creepy, I even liked profile picture updates from high
school acquaintances who I had to rack my brain (a.k.a. check their
profile) to remember.
When I woke up, my
newsfeed was notably different.
Posts marked “popular across
Facebook” were appearing
from
publications
and
personalities that I would
never have seen before. My
suggested pages had gone from
retail outlets to oddly specific
political forums. The biggest
change, though, was in my
notifications. Facebook was

alerting me to every live video that my newly-followed media outlets
were sharing.
I wanted to throw the algorithm off by even more. So I turned things
up a notch.
I reacted to almost everything that I normally wouldn’t and scrolled
past posts I would typically engage with. I felt like Oprah giving out cars,
but with heart icons, laughing emojis, and angry faces. From my time
working at a digital marketing agency, I knew that video engagement was
prioritized over text, so I focused my online lovin’ on the many videos
that flooded my feed. I watched 4-minute long clips to completion,
commenting on my own, then commenting on other users’ comments. I
shared posts that directly opposed my real opinions. Without any context,
I sent pretty random groups of friends links to innocuous news reports
(hero dog rescues pal from drowning in pool, food cravings reveal the
nutrients your body needs, etc.).
While my newsfeed was betraying a new (albeit faked) version of
myself, my ads still felt right. Yes, I do want those loafers that are now on
sale. Oh, that new Chinese restaurant in my neighborhood does look
good. Thank you, Facebook. How could I convince the algorithm that
I had fresh purchasing preferences along with my altered political views
and newly rediscovered friends? That’s when I picked up my phone.
I made a series of short calls to my mom, my boyfriend, and my sister.
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- 1.45 billion people visit Facebook.com at
least once a day and 2.2 billion visit the
site at least once a month. (Facebook Reports
First Quarter 2018 Results)
- As of March 1st, 68% of U.S. adults use
Facebook. (Pew Research Center)
- Facebook found that rather than six degrees
of separation between everyone on Earth,
there are only 3.57. (Facebook Research)

DIG DEEPER
- Read: The Circle by Dave Eggers
- Listen: “Is Facebook Spying on You?” from Reply All
- Watch: The 2013 documentary Terms and
Conditions May Apply

During each conversation, I mentioned the term “beach body.” I was working
on it; I didn’t have it; whatever came to mind. Since I work from home, I even
shouted the phrase out loud every once in a while. The next time I checked
the ‘book, most ads were the same or similar to usual. There was one weird
video about digestion on my Instagram feed, but the acting was worse than an
elementary school play, and I couldn’t watch to the end. It certainly wasn’t
the weight loss pill or workout video promotions I
was expecting, given that Facebook Messenger has a
reputation for listening in.
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